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the 1974 christmas concert is the only concert included in the set. if youve ever seen the film that was then, this is now, youll notice how similar it is to the 1974 christmas concert in this set. its interesting that the only live footage of johns career that johns
himself had anything to do with wasnt released until he was already dead. the 1974 christmas concert is a fascinating look at johns career and is a wonderful look into the 1980s for johns fans. it is also a great reminder of how, despite his recent successes,
johns career was never even close to being over in 1974. the production values are excellent, the musical arrangements are tight, and johns vocals are in fine form. rocket man is still a great piece of music, but by 1974, johns vocals are a little raspier and his
singing is a bit monotone, but his lyrics still are a bit rough. also, there are no lyrics in this song. elton and bernie teamed up with three-time oscar winning composer hans zimmer (the lion king, gladiator, inception, the dark knight) for a batch of catchy musical
numbers, and while the chemistry on display is fun, it isnt as powerful as it could be. one of the best numbers is elton does elvis, which depicts the famous star in retirement. it has a really cool, low-end guitar solo that is accented by some funny banter
between the two men. the hit-or-miss factor is high here. the opening scenes are really solid, as elton describes his early life and musical partnership with bernie. the film never quite builds to a full-on musical event, however. the story is well-plotted and elton
and bernie do a great job of connecting to the audience, but the musical numbers are hit-or-miss and the well-written sections are just a little short. the characters are not the most interesting, the story isnt as insightful or groundbreaking as it could be, and
the acting is hit-or-miss. but the soundtrack is a knockout, and the film is fun to watch. if you cant take the bullitt and walk the line formula for granted, rocketman is a good way to get exposed to the elton john story without really compromising on quality. and
since it isnt a biopic, you cant lose.
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maybe the worst single on the album, sweet daddy needs a new pair of shoes is great for what it is. a catchy, upbeat track with some killer guitar licks, its hard not to love this song. its also not a bad title for a song, given that a new pair of shoes is a fairly big
deal for elton john, and a way of life for his parents. sweet daddy needs a new pair of shoes, says his mother, and he needs some new shoes, no doubt. the title track of goodbye yellow brick road is probably the best song on the album, and even its title is a

little tongue-in-cheek. a song of loss and longing, its a great reflection on the pressures of fame and success. but at the end of the day, elton says he misses home, and the song is a sweet admission of that. some of you may think you know the meaning of this
song, but you really dont. its a song that has been a long-time favourite of many elton johns fans, and one of his most well-known songs. its also an underrated song of the decade, and one that elton and taupin should be given credit for creating in the first

place. a more light-hearted song about a bachelor party, blue eyes is a great track on elton johns album, goodbye yellow brick road. its a great little song about a happy couple that broke up, and the song is as sweet and romantic as you would expect. it
doesnt have quite the same heart-wrenching magic as rocket man, but it still sits nicely alongside the rest of the album. after a string of singles that, while catchy, didnt reach their potential, elton john and bernie taupin were on a mission to reinvent the hearts

and minds of the world. they were sure that a rock single could do that. but a song like the one they came up with for rocket man is something else. elton and bernie had developed the song as an acoustic ballad, but john felt the song needed some rock
elements. with his longtime producer glyn johns, he put some drum tracks on the track, and then the band followed suit. 5ec8ef588b
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